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Auctioneer Functionality

Item Information 
Displays item 
information; key 
information is 
highlighted in yellow for 
greater visibility. 

Announcements 
Shows announcements 
pertaining to the current 
item.

Clerk Chats and 
Item Results 
This area shows the 
lane’s item history, with 
the most recent action 
on the bottom, and the 
chats sent or received 
by the clerk. 

Rep Chat
Chats the rep sends to the clerk are 
displayed here in orange. 

Seller and Rep Info 
Displays seller’s name. If the seller is logged 
into rep their item online, their information will 
appear in orange, along with their decision on 
their item: PASS, OFFER, or SELL.

Pre Bids
Shows the number of prebids 
on this item. 

Watches 
Shows the number of people 
who have added this item to 
their watchlist.

Viewers and Views
Shows the number of 
people who have viewed this 
item and the total number 
of views. 
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Current Bid / Reserve / Valuations / Run History

Bid Bar
When the clerk first brings up an item, before going into asking mode, this section will 
show the run number, item description, reserve, and suggested start price (if available).

When the clerk moves to the asking mode, the asking price will be displayed.

When real money is placed on this item, the bid bar will change to yellow, track the current 
bid, and show whether it is a floor or online bid. Online bids will be indicated by a green 
bubble with the dealer’s name and bidder badge number. 

As the bid amount changes, the vertical line below the bid bar will move and indicate 
where the bid is compared to the reserve, valuations, and run history. 

Reserve
The reserve bar is orange until the bid exceeds the reserve price then the bar will change to 
green. The percentage of the bid compared to the reserve will be shown on the right of the 
bid line with the actual reserve price on the far right. 

Valuations
If available, valuations, such as PAR, will appear under the reserve bar with the value on 
the right.

Run History
If this item has run through your auction previously, the dates and results will be shown 
below the valuations.
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Online Bidders

Watch
If the bidder has the item on their watch list, a white eyeball icon 
will appear to the right of their box.

Bidders Status 
The bidders that appear under the bidders online box will only appear if they have an interest in the current 
item and are currently watching your lane. A box will appear with their bidder badge number, name, and the 
name of their dealership. Certain actions they make will affect their box’s appearance.

Hover State
When an online bidder is hovering 
over their bid button, their box will 
change to an outlined yellow box.

Bidders Online
Shows the number of online bidders 
currently watching your lane. 

Viewed
If the bidder viewed this item previously, a white clipboard icon will 
appear. If they viewed it more than once, a number representing 
the number of times viewed will appear inside the clipboard icon. Bid

When an online bidder places a bid, 
their box will become solid yellow. Number of Times Bid

The number of times the bidder has bid on this item will appear as a 
yellow number to the right of their box. 

Prebid
If an online bidder places a proxy/prebid, a yellow lightning bolt 
will appear on the right side of their box.


